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Abstract: Let t = t(p, w) : M x f2 - Rk be a family of Ik”-valued random variables parametrized 
by a n-dimensional manifold M, where z = (~’ , . . . , zn) is a chart around p E M, n a probability 
space and w c 0. Assuming t possesses a density p(p, 2), the Fisher information associated with t 
is defined to be g(p) = Ep[(ail)(ajI)]dz’@d x3 where EP is the expectation with respect to p(p, t), 
I(p, t) = log p(p, t) and a, = a/ax’. g(p) is, by definition, invariant under a change of parameters 
z H x’ and also a change of random variables of the form t = t(t’). However, it may not be 
invariant under a general change of random variables t = t(p, t’). The aim of this paper is to 
construct information gin”(p) h h w ic is invariant under a general change of both parameters and 
random variables. We can, in the end, express the difference gin”(p) - g(p) in terms of two types 
of connections which are purely geometrical objects. If we further impose a certain “linearity” on 
our construction, we can express gin”(p) - g(p) in terms of a single linear connection on a vector 
bundle so that the vanishing of the curvature would insure the existence of a “special” t in which 
gi,v(p) = g(p) holds. 
h’eywords: Fisher information, connection, fibre bundle. 
MS classification: 53C25, 53Al5, 62BlO. 
0. Introduction 
Throughout this paper we enforce Einstein’s summation convention on indices. 
Let J2 be a probability space and R” the k-dimensional Euclidean space. Let U c Rn 
be an open submanifold where 8 = (@, . . . , P) E U denotes a point in U, and let 
t = (tl,... ,t’“) be the natural coordinates on IR”. Writing w E 62 for a point in 0, 
we consider a family of Rk-valued random variables t = t(0, w) : U x R -+ IR” which is 
assumed to possess a regular density ~(0, t) (the regularity of a density will be discussed 
in Section 3). Let 0’ = (8/l,. . . , lYn), t’ = (t” , . . . , t”“) be new sets of coordinates on U, 
IR”, respectively, which 
e = l9(4’), 
t = t(#, t’). 
Note that if p’(6)‘, t’) is 
are related to the old ones by 
(0.1) 
the density of the new random variable t’, we must have the 
following transformation rule: 
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or simply 
dt 
I+ = dt’ P, I I 
where I&/WI indicates the determinant of the matrix (8ta/Wb). Let 1 = logp, 1’ = 
logp’, Then by (0.2), we have 
z= V-lo&], 
which yields 
where we write 13, = d/d@, 8’; = a/&Y. We then compute 
P-4) 
from which we obtain 
re[(aiz)(ajr)]dei 8 dej 
= &~,[(a’;l’)(a’~I’)]de’i @ d8’j 
+~e~[(a;lopl~l)(a’jlog~~l)]dO’“~dS’j, 
where &o, EoI denote the expectation defined by p, p’, respectively, and we have assumed 
that the moments of the random variables involved all exist. 
The classical Fisher information g(0) = g;j(e)d@@dej which is a covariant symmetric 
2-tensor on the parameter space U, is defined to be 
g(e) = E&&r)(a$)]dei @ dej, (0.5) 
[3] and (0.4) h s ows that this is not, in general, invariant under a change of coordinates 
as in (0.1). 
The purpose of this paper is to find appropriate extra terms to be added to the 
right hand side of (0.5) so that the new definition of g (which we call gin”) will be 
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invariant under (0.1). Our construction deduces that the extra terms generally involve 
two purely geometrical objects: a connection on a bundle and a linear connection on a 
vector bundle. This seems plausible since the equations (0.1) can be viewed as a map 
connecting the bundle U x R” - U defined by (0, t) H 0 and the bundle U x u%” -+ U 
defined by (B’, t) H 0’. If we make an additional assumption on the type of connections 
occurring in our theory, the extra terms can be expressed in terms of a single linear 
connection of a vector bundle so that the vanishing of the curvature would guarantee 
the existence of a change of coordinates which transforms the extra terms into zero, 
and hence gin” coincides with g with respect to the new coordinates. 
1. Bundle formalism and invariant family of random variables 
In this section we describe how the notion of bundle comes into play in dealing with 
a family of Rk-valued random variables parametrized by a general C” manifold M 
(for the definition of manifold, see for example [5,2]). 
Consider the following family of Rk-valued random variables parametrized by M: 
x k MxR-+R 
(p/J) - X(p+J)7 
(1.1) 
where p E M, u E R. 
Here and for the rest of this paper, pr; denotes the Cartesian product projection 
onto the ith component, and id the identity map. 
For our purpose, it is more convenient to write (1,1) as 
M x 0 (‘*I M x R” 
(P4 - (PJ(Pd4 
Let A : M x IR” + Et” be a C” function such that, for each p E M, A(p) : {p} x IW” -+ 
R” is a diffeomorphism. 
Consider the following diagram: 
where X’ defined by 
X’(P, 4 = A(P)(~(P, 4) w> 
clearly is a family of random variables. From (1.2) we see that A “transforms” one 
family of random variables into another. Since our goal is to construct information gin” 
which is invariant under the transformations in (1.2), we shall introduce an abstract 
model space E which “collects” all the X’s that can be transformed into one another 
by some A. 
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We shall now slightly regress to introduce the notion of bundle [l, 41. 
Definition 1.1. A fibred manifold is a triple (E, T, M) where E and M are 12’” man- 
ifolds and T : E + M is a surjective submersion. E is called the total space, T the 
projection, and A4 the base space. For each point p E M, the submanifold ~-l(p) c E 
is called the fibre over p and denoted by E,. 
Definition 1.2. If (E,x,M) is a fibred manifold, then a (global) trivialization of 
(E, T, M) is a diffeomorphism + : E + M x F satisfying the condition that 
pq 0II = =, 
or the following diagram is commutative: 
EAMxF 
\I 
77 P=l 
M 
where F is a manifold (called a typical fibre of (E, K, M)). A fibred manifold which has 
at least one trivialization is called trivial. 
Definition 1.3. If (E, x, M) is a fibred manifold and p E M, then a local trivialization 
of (E, K, M) around p is a 
that 
prr 071, = 4(~1~)~ 
or the following diagram is 
EIU--+ ’ UxF 
diffeomorphism 11, : EIu --f U x F satisfying the condition 
commutative: 
\I TkElu) Prl 
u 
where U is a neighborhood of p, F is a manifold and E 1~ = n-l(U). A fibred manifold 
which has at least one local trivialization around each point of its base space is called 
locally trivial and is known as a bundle, which we shall denote by E 3 M. 
Let us consider a trivial bundle E 2 M with the typical fibre R” and a map X : 
M x R + E such that the following diagram commutes: 
MxRX-E 
\J 
n 
PTl 
M 
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Let II, : E --+ A4 x R” be a (global) trivialization of E 3 M 
diagram: 
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Then, we have the following 
where (pr,, X) = + o X is induced from X by 4. 
Definition 1.4. A map X : M x R + E shall be called an invariant family of random 
variables parametrized by M provided that, for each trivialization q!~ : E -+ M x IR”, 
(pr,, X) = $0 X is a family of random variables parametrized by M in the usual sense. 
Note that whenever a family of random variables (prr , X) is given, we can lift through 
II, to obtain an invariant family X = $-’ o (prr,X) where + is an arbitrary (global) 
trivialization. Now let (pr,, X’) = $’ o X be the family induced by another (global) 
trivialization $’ : E 4 M x R”. We then have the following commutative diagram: 
where A : M x R” + Rk is a family of diffeomorphism defined by A(p) = (TJ’JE,) o 
(q!~l~,)-l for each p E M (Note that, from the definition of local trivialization, $1~~ :
4 - {p} x R”, etc. is a diffeomorphism). Thus X’ is a transformation of X by some A. 
On the other hand, suppose we are given two families X, X’ such that (1.2) holds for 
some A. Thenif (pr,,X) = @OX forsome+: E -, MxR”, wecan take+‘= (pr,,A)o+ 
so that (pr,, X’) = $9 o X holds. 
In short, X represents a class of families {(pr,,X)} which can be transformed into 
one another by some A. 
We now generalize the above construction to a general bundle E 2, M whose typical 
fibre is R”. 
Definition 1.5. X : M x R -+ E is said to be an invariant family of random variables 
parametrized by M if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) the diagram 
is commutative. 
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(2) for each local trivialization II, : EIu + U x Et”, the induced map (prr,X) = 
II, o ~l(,,,) is a family of random variables in the usual sense, 
2. Some properties of adapted charts on E 
In this section we investigate the manifold structure of the total space E in the 
bundle E 4 hf. First, note that we can always assume that the domain of each local 
trivialization is small enough to be inside the domain of some chart on M. Let II, : 
&J + U x IR” be a local trivialization, and let z = (x1,. . . ,C) : U + z(U) c Rn be a 
chart on M. By definition, q!~ has the form 
for some C” map [ = ([l, . . . , (“) : E 1~ -+ IR" such that &, = t/q, : E, + II%" is a 
diffeomorphism. Then the following composition defines a chart on E: 
t"I(El~)'t) 
Elu - u x IIt” zcx’d x(U) x I@, 
and simply write this as 
El$h-c(U)x IR" 
where 3 = 2 o nl(Elv). Each (2,[) will be called an “adapted chart” on E, and the 
collection of those forms a distinguished atlas contained in the manifold structure 
of E. 
We next characterize the atlas of adapted charts discussed above. Let 
$’ = (4(q,,,,E’) : Eb --+ ZJ’ x N” 
be another local trivialization giving rise to the associated adapted chart 
(;Q’) : EIUt + d(U') x JR'. 
Then, in the natural coordinates (O’, t’) on z’( U') x R", we have 
Ei 0 (&[‘)-r(e’,t’) = 2 0 P(O’), 
and so, for a point v E E, we compute 
g+) = &(2 0 (5’,(‘)_‘)(2(v),[‘(v)) 
= - 2% 0 s’-l)(~‘(v)) = 0. “(’ 
dP 
(24 
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It follows from (2.1) that we have 
($_(f !$(5,, 
(zig = (E ii) (Z) 
X 
P-2) 
hold in Elu n EIU,, where d/d?? = (~/&c’~) t e c. is a column vector and dz/&? = 
(%‘&r’j) etc. is a matrix. From (2.2) we obtain 
where . denotes the obvious matrix multiplication and 1 is the identity matrix of an 
appropriate dimension. 
We thus obtain 
dz’ a5 a52 ds’ -.-=-. 
dz a?2 a%, z = I, 
3. Regular probability densities 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
In this section we first define regular density px for each family X induced from an 
invariant family X by some local trivialization $J,, and lift the collection {px} through 
local trivializations to obtain a “global” object p. 
Let X : h4 x L? +- E be an invariant family, (Z,t) : EIu + x(U) x IR” the adapted 
chart associated with $ : E(u -+ U x R” and (0,t) = (O’, . . . ,P,tl,. . . ,t”) the natural 
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coordinates on x(U) x IR”. From the diagram 
+Jxrq 
Ux R-Elu 
we can write (0, t) = (x(p), X(p,w)) for (p,w) E U x J2, and t = X(p,w) = X(~-r(f3),w) 
can be viewed as a family of random variables parametrized by x(U) c Rn in the 
classical sense. 
Definition 3.1. Suppose that t = X(x-l(B),w) p assesses a (probability) density 
PX(4 4. Px(k 4 is said to be regular if 
(1) px : Z(U) x R” --) R is a C” function and 
(2) px > 0 on Z(U) x R”. 
We say that an invariant family X possesses a family of regular densities {px} if each 
t = x(&(e),w) p assesses a regular density ~x(B,t). 
Let (2, t’) : E(u, -+ z '(U') x lRk be any other adapted chart associated with some 
$9, and let (VP) be the natural coordinates on d(U') x Et". Then since (0, t) = (2,[) o 
(2’,(‘)-r(O’,t’) in (x(U) x Iwk)n(22(U’) x R”), it f o 11 ows from the definition of adapted 
chart that the change of coordinates (1’7, t’) H (0, t) is of the form 
0 = e(e’), 
t = t(#, t’>, 
which yields the following transformation law of densities: 
in (x(U) x R")n(z'(U') x R"), where 1.1 d enotes the determinant of the matrix inside. 
Let 2, E E(E n E(u, and define C” function 
We then have 
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since 
t = to (~‘,[‘)-‘(e’,t’) 
= 6-l(~o~,-l(e,))(E’~~1(8’)(t’)) 
= &C’&e,)(t’)). 
We now obtain from (3.1-3) that 
4. Connections on E Z M 
In this section we introduce the notion of connection on a bundle E 4 M. 
Definition 4.1. Let F 5 N be a bundle over a manifold N with + : Flu + U x Iw” a 
local trivialization. F 4 N is called a rank k vector bundle if, for each point p E U, FP 
has the structure of vector space and the restriction $lFP : FP + {p} x IL!” is a vector 
space isomorphism. 
Let TE 2 E, TM 2 M be the tangent bundle of E, M, respectively (for the 
terminology, see for example [5,2]). Th en we have the following commutative diagram: 
TE 2 TM 
%I lTA4 
E “-M 
where ?r* is induced by r [5,2]. 
Definition 4.2. Define a subset V c TE by V = {v E TE : r,(v) = 0 E T,,(,*(,,)jM = 
T,+E(V,JM}. Then V is a vector sub-bundle [1,4] of TE called the vertical bundle to 
E-TM [4]. 
We next define r*(TM), which can be identified as a vector sub-bundle of TE in a 
natural manner (see [4] for the details), as follows: 
ExTM 2 TM 
Prl 1 1 TM 
E TM 
Define a subset n*(TM) = {(w,u) E E x TM : T(U) = T&U)} and take prr (fl.(TMl for 
the projection. 
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Definition 4.3. Let F 1 N, G 2 N be two vector bundles over a manifold N. Then 
aCO”map!P:F+G is called a vector bundle morphism [ 1,4] if the diagram 
F”-G 
commutes and the restriction $1~~ : Fp -+ G, is a linear map. 
We now consider the following exact sequence of vector bundles [4] 
O-+V+TE+n*(Tiq-,O 
and the exact sequence of their dual bundles [4] 
0 --) n*(T*M) ---t T*E -_) V* ---f 0 (4.1) 
where r*(T*M) = [r*(TM)] * is identified with a vector sub-bundle of T*E in a natural 
manner [4]. 
Definition 4.4. A vector bundle morphism C : T*E -+ n*(T*M) which is the iden- 
tity map on r*(T*M) E T*E is called a connection on the bundle E 5 M. Observe 
that C splits (see [4] for the terminology) the sequence (4.1) and gives the following 
decomposition (called Whitney sums [I]): 
T*E = n*(T*M) $ V*, 
TE = n*(TM) @ V. 
(4.2) 
Let us slightly regress to recall some properties of a vector bundle, 
Definition 4.5. Let F 5 N be a bundle over a manifold N. Then a C” map u : 
N ---* F is called a (gEoba2) section of F z N provided x o u = id holds on N. We 
denote the collection of sections g by I’(F). Note that we can also speak of local 
sections u : U ----) Fj,y c F for an open set U c N and denote the collection of cr 
by I’(F)(U). Now suppose F 5 N is a vector bundle. Then J?(F) (resp. I’(F)(U)) 
is naturally a C”(N) (resp. C”“(U))- mo u e w d 1 h ere C”(N) (resp. C”“(U)) is the set 
of C” functions on N (resp. U). A vector bundle F z N admits a set of k linearly 
independent local sections e, E I’(F)(U) called a (local) frame for F over U. The dual 
bundle F’ has {ea} for its frame over U, where ea(p)eb(p) = Si, and the so-called pth 
exterior power bundle A” F (resp. A” F’) has {e,, A.. . A eaP} (resp. {eal A.. . A cap}) 
for its local frame over U. Let TN 2 N be the tangent bundle of N. Then an element 
in I’(Ap T*N) is called a p-form on N. Note that I’(/j’T*N) = C”(N) by definition, 
and I’(A\’ T’N) = r(T*N). Let M be another manifold where a C” map f : A4 -+ N 
is given. Then f induces a map f’ : I’(Ap T*N) ---) l?(/jp T’M) which has a number of 
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natural properties such as 
f*(wl + w2) = f*Wl+ f*W2, 
f*(wl A q?) = f*f-4 A f*W2, (4.3) 
f*od=dof+ 
etc., where wr, w2 are forms on N. Note that, for q5 E I’(A~T*N) = C”(N), 
We now describe local frames for each sub-bundle in the decomposition (4.2). Let 
(3,[) : EIu --+ z(U) x IR” be an adapted chart. Then, by definition, 
TE has a local frame -$, . . . , 
T*E has a local frame 
{ 
d?il, . . . , d?“, d[‘, . , . ,dtk}, 
V has a local frame ?- d 
%’ ’ . * * ’ at” > ’ 
n*(T*M) has a frame {di?‘, . . . , dz”}. 
It is clear from the definition of connection that C can be locally written as 
for some Cf E C”(EIu). Let us now define 
Vta = d[” - C” 
where C” = Cz?dci?. Since 
C(V[“) = dzi @ (& + C;-$)(d[a - C;dzj) 
= C;di+ - C;dzi = 0, 
it follows that 
V’ has a local basis {V[‘, . . . , Ve”}, 
n*(TM) has a local basis 
{ 
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5. Construction of a global l-form p_lDp E I’(Z’*E) 
In this section we shall construct a certain global l-form p-‘Dp E I’(T*E) where p 
is the global object defined in (3.2). A s we shall see later, p-‘Dp can be viewed as an 
invariant formulation of the differentiated classical log-likelihood functions. 
We begin with defining a linear connection on a vector bundle. 
Definition 5.1. Let F 5 N be a rank k vector bundle and U c N be an open 
subset. A differential operator D : I’(F)(U) + I’(T*N 8 F)(U) satisfying Leibnitz’ rule 
D(fo) = df 8 TV + fDa for all u E I’(F)(U), f E C”“(U) is called a linear connection 
on F 5 N. Let {e,} be a frame for F over U. Then we can write 
for some local l-form w on U. This matrix valued local l-form (wr) is called the 
connection l-form of D with respect to {e,}, and if {e’,}(e’, E I’(F)(U’)) is another 
frame related to {e,} by e: = Ate, on UnU’ (A = (A;) is called a transition function), 
we have the following transformation rule: 
w’ = A-‘dA + A-loA (5.1) 
on U n U’, where w’ = (0’;) is the connection l-form of D with respect to {e’,}. Con- 
versely, any collection of local l-forms w associated with some {e,}, which transforms 
according to the rule (5.1), corresponds to a linear connection D on F 4 N. Thus we 
may also call the collection {w} a linear connection on F 5 N. 
We now investigate the vector bundle V* over E. Let (2,[) : E\u + U x Rk be an 
adapted chart, and fix a connection C on E J M. Then, as we have seen in the end of 
Sec.4, 05 = {VJa} forms a frame for V’ over EIu. Let Vt’ = {Vt’“} be another frame 
associated with some (Z’,S’) : E(u, + U’ x IWk. 
Lemma 5.1. V[ = @/@‘V[’ holds in EIUII E~.TJI. 
Proof. Since the definition of C is independent of the particular adapted chart chosen, 
we must have 
in EIu n E Iut, where we omit the indices. 
We compute 
di? 8 
=d?c&t~($C+,)$) 
( 
from(2.3)). 
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Therefore, we must have 
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(5.2) 
which can be written 
since (&?‘/c%) . (8~/&?) = -(at’/&%). (&/at’) from (2.5). 
Applying the both sides of (5.2) to &, 
and this yields 
al (dt - Cdz) = $d[’ - C’dg’). q 
As a consequence of Lemma 5.1., we obtain 
Lemma 5.2. V[l A.. . A V[‘” = I(8[/8[‘)lV[‘r A . . . A V[‘” holds in E[u n EIu,. 
Proof. Simple linear algebra. 0 
We recall from (3.4) that 
holds in El,n El~t and, combining this with Lemma 5.2., obtain 
pv[’ A . . . A v[” = P’V[‘~ A . . . A vtftk 
in EJu n Elut, which implies the collection of local data pVJ1 A, . . A V[” forms a global 
section dV E I’(/j” V*). 
Let D : r(AkV*) - r(T*E 8 A”V*) b e a linear connection and consider Dp E 
r(T*E 8 A” V*) which can be locally written as 
Dp=dp+wp 
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where w is the connection l-forms of D with respect to some local frame V< over 
EIu. Let Vt’ be any other local frame, defined over E~,u, whose associated connection 
l-form of D is w’. Then, writing Dp’ = dp’ + w’p’, we see that 
holds in Elun E) u,, and it follows from (3.4) that 
P ‘-l Dp’ = p-1 Dp 
holds in Elr~nElr_~, which means that the collection of local data p-‘Dp forms a global 
l-form on E. Writing 1 = logp, we thus have 
(dl + w) = p-l Dp E I’(T*E). (5.3) 
6. Construction of invariant Fisher information 
In this section we construct gin”, a generalization of the classical Fisher information 
9. Qinv will be obtained as the expectation of Vl @ 01 where VE is the “horizontal 
projection” of the global l-form (dl t w) in (5.3) by C a connection on the bundle 
E z M. We start with defining the “invariant expectation.” 
Recall from Sec. 5 that we have constructed a global section 
dV = pv[’ A . . . A Vtk E I’(r\“V*) c I?(r\“T*E) 
For each p E M define dV, - dVI Q, and pP = PIE,,. Then we clearly have 
dV, = p,d[; A. . . A dt; 
on the fibre E,, and Lemma 5.2, restricted to EP, implies that dV, defines a volume 
form on the submanifold E, c E. 
Definition 6.1. Let -2 : M x R + E be an invariant family possessing a family of 
regular densities {px}. For a C” function f : EIu -+ I!%, we define the expectation of f 
at p E M to be 
4LflE,1 = 
J 
f IE,db. 
EP 
Observe that from the definition of the integration on a manifold (see, for example, 
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WlE,l = 
J 
f IE,dVp 
EP 
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= 
J 
~ (E ,(f o [,l)(t)(p, o (,‘)(t)dt (dt = dt’ A . . . A dt”) 
P P 
(from (3.2)) 
where (prr,X) = $0 Xl(~,ti) for some local trivialization $ : E]u + U x R”, (Z,[) : 
Eli-~ -+ z(U) x R” the associated adapted chart with $, (e,t) the natural coordinates 
on z(U) x R” and ~x(8,t) the regular density oft = X(z-l(0),w) as in Definition 3.1. 
Let C : T*E + r*(T*M) b e a connection on the bundle E z M and D be a linear 
connection on the vector bundle A” V* defining the global l-form (dl +u) E I’(T*E) in 
(5.3). We now consider the projection C(d1 + w) E I’(r*(T*M)) c I’(T*E), and define 
01 E C(dl+ w). 
Writing dl = 6YlZi!id%i + al/t”dt”, w = widzi + wadta and Vl = V;ldzi, we have the 
following local expression for Vii: 
Vk=dC+w.+Ca 81 I w z 
a?2 z ( 2 ata > 
a . (6.1) 
We now consider the covariant symmetric 2-tensor 
VI @ VI E I’(r*(T*M) @ ir*(T*M)) c r(T*E 8 T*E). 
Lemma 6.2. &+) [(villE,~~~)(VjllE,,,) )ld% @ ds!, d fi e nes a covariant symmetric 2- 
tensor on E as v varies over E. 
Proof. Observing Oil’ = (a%‘k)/(a?i)Vkl and Vjl’ = (&“)/(d%~)V~~, we compute 
ET(u) [(vil’lE,(,) )(Vjl’lE,(,))I 
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and the result follows. Cl 
Note that the above covariant symmetric 2-tensor “projects down” to A4 giving the 
following covariant symmetric 2-tensor on M: 
~~[(VillE,)(VjllE,)ld”b 8 d& 
as p varies over 44. We are now ready to define our ginv as follows: 
Definition 6.4. Let E 5 M be a bundle with a connection C, V the vertical bundle 
to E 2+ M, and D a linear connection on Ak V’. Suppose K is an invariant family of 
random variables parametrized by M which possesses a family of regular probability 
densities. Then we shall call 
invariant Fisher information associated with X. 
7. A vector bundle structure on E z M and gin” 
In this section we assume E 3 M is a vector bundle and show that both C and D, 
which appeared in the definition of gin”, can be expressed in terms of a single linear 
connection on E J M. 
For the rest of this paper, we use the following notations: 
(1) (S,J)(resp. (%‘,r’)) : Elu(resp. (El~t)) -+ z(U) x Rk (resp. &(U’) x R”) is a 
vector bundle chart on EIu (resp. EIu,). 
(2) (4 (resp. {4)) is a local frame for E over U (resp. U’) such that &, (resp. $) 
is dual to {e,} (resp. {e:}). 
(3) (A;) : UnU’ + GL(k, R) (the group of invertible matrices on R”) is the transition 
function defined by 
e’ = A”e b b a 
on U n U’ so that 
(” = (K*A;)[‘~ = (A; o K)[‘~ 
on U n U’. 
(4) r = (I’;) (resp. I” = (I’:)) is the connection l-form of some linear connection on 
E 2 M with respect to {e,} (resp. {e’,}). Note from (5.1) that 
r’ = A%A + A-T4 
holds on U n U’. 
We first prove the following lemma: 
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Lemma 7.1. Write ri = r@7? and define (C;) by Cp = -(j~*r;J[~ = -(I$0 r)eb. 
Then (Cr) defines a connection on E 3 M (as a bundle). 
Proof. We must check the transformation rule (5.2). For the sake of simplicity, we 
write C (resp. C’) = (C”) (resp. (Pa)) h w 
-(r*I”[)t’b). Then (5.2) is equivalent to 
ere C” (resp. Cla) = -(er,a)p (resp. 
We compute 
C’ = -(K*w’)[ 
= +*A-‘)(a*dA) + (~*A-l)(~*u)(,*A)](~*A-l)~ 
by (4). Substituting (7.2) into (7.1), 
(7.2) 
gdz’ t $C’ = (r*dA)<’ + (n*A)C’ 
($d?’ = -&((r*A)t’)dz’ = (&(r*A)d+’ = (d(n*A))[’ = (r*dA)[‘, 
and $ = ?r*A from (3)) 
= (ir*dA)(n*A-‘)t - (r*A)[(r*A-l)(r*dA) 
+ (n*A-‘)(r*w)(r*A)](r*A-l)~ 
(@*A)-l = r*A-‘) 
= -(7r*o)[ = c 
and we are done. 0 
If we define n*E = {(cK,~) E E x E : ~(a) = r(p)}, ‘t * 1 IS k nown to become a vector 
bundle over M, and we can show x*E is isomorphic to V. 
Lemma 7.2. w*E G V (isomorphic). 
Proof. Define a map r*E + V by 
01 
where ,O = pae,. This map is clearly C” 
we can write 
and injective. Let 17 E V,.E(qj c T7E(llj E. Then 
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and clearly 
Thus the map is also surjective, and the claim follows from the general theory of vector 
bundles. 0 
We next observe that (4) gives the transformation rule 
tr I” = tr(A-‘dA) + trl? 
= dlog IAl + tr I’, 
and hence 
t 7.3) 
- tr I” = dlog IA-‘1 - trr 
in U n U’, which shows that (- tr I’) transforms as a connection l-form for some linear 
connection on A” E* since IA-l1 is the transition function with respect to the local 
frames e1 A . . . A ek, e’l A . . . A e” where {ea} (resp. {ela}) is a frame dual to {e,} 
(resp. {e’,}) (incidentally, es(p) = I$ and e’a(p) = [‘pa). Since e1 o a A . . . A ek o TT, 
e’l ox A.. . A elk o K become local frames of r*(A” E*) = A\“(x*E*), IK*A-~I = r*IA-l I 
is the transition function of /j”(r*E*) with respect to the above frames, and it follows 
from (7.3) that -r* tr r = - tr(r*I’) is a connection l-form for /j\“(r*E*). We now have, 
via the isomorphism l\“(r*E*) S A” V* induced by the isomorphism in Lemma 7.2, a 
linear connection on A” V* whose connection l-form is - tr(r*r). 
We now express (6.1) as 
V;l = $ - (rii o 7~) - (qi o @$ 
where (z, I) is a vector bundle chart on E. 
Therefore, if we assume E 4 M is a vector bundle, and both C, w are coming from 
some linear connection T on E 2 M, gin” can be expressed in terms of a single (linear) 
connection r. To be more explicit, let ~x(O,t) b e a regular density associated with a 
trivialization which defines (2, [). Define 
~x(W - l%Px(w~ 
Since p = px o (5,(), we have 
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and 
&(v) = &(+),E(~)) 
= aJx(W, t(4) 
where we write 0, = dldt”. 
We then compute, using (7.4-5), 
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(7.5) 
ginv = &[(Vih,)(VjiE,)l 
= G(p)KVi O &m)(Vj O &-WI 
= ~z(,)Kwx(P,t) - r:;(P) - cxP)t”~b~X(P7t)) 
(ajh(P, t> - $j(P) - r;j(Pvd,~X(P, t>>l 
= E,(,)[(d;lX(P,t))(djlX(P,t))l + “’ 7 
where E+,) is the usual expectation on Rk with respect to px(8,t). Observe that the 
first term E,(,) [(a;lx(P,t))(djZx(p,t))l is th e c assical 1 Fisher information associated 
with the family X : U x 0 + IRk. 
We now give an example of what has been discussed so far. Let h = (hab) be a 
C” metric on the vector bundle E z M where hab = h(e,, eb). Then me’ A . . . Ae” 
defines a global section of A” E*. Since we have an isomorphism a*(Ak E”) E A” V”, 
we also have the induced isomorphism on their sections 
r(n*(A"E*))E r(A"v*), 
and I’(n*(Ak E*)) , in fact, is a Cm(E)- module generated by WOK where 7 E I’(//\” E*). 
This means that any C” function on E times JTha;;s will be an element in 
I’(7r*(Ak E*)) and h ence in I’(Ak V*). So, let p E I’(E) and write p = p”ea. Con- 
sider the expression 
(hab 0 r)(t” - Pa 0 r)(rb - Pb 0 r), 
which clearly is independent of the vector bundle chart chosen and defines a C” 
function on E. We thus have 
p =_ (%r)-k/2exp (-$(hab 0 r)([’ - pa 0 ?r)(tb - pb o ?r))dm E r(A\“V*). 
It is an easy exercise to compute gin”(p) in terms of hab, its first derivatives and given 
linear connection r = (r;). 
8. ginv in the classical notations 
In this section we interpret what has been done previously in terms of the languages 
of the classical literature. 
Let A4 c Rn be an open submanifold and 8 = (el, . . . , P) E M be a point in M. 
Consider the identity chart I : M -+ M c Rn given by I(e) = 0 and a family of 
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random variables x = x(O,w) : M x R --f R” where x = (xl,. . . ,x”) denote the natural 
coordinates on IW~. We can think of x as defining an invariant family X : M x R + 
E = M x IR” by X(O,w) = (O,x(O,w)) where E = M x R Ic 3 M is a trivial bundle with 
x = pr,. Furthermore, let (?,id) : E = M x R” + M x R” be the identity chart on the 
bundle E and p(x,O) the probability density of x (here we interchanged 8 and x as in 
the classical literature). Then, in terms of log-likelihood function 1(x,0) = logp(x, t9), 
we have 
v+,e) = &Z(x,e) +w&e) + c;"(2.3qaaqx,e) t h(x,e)) (84 
where we write 8; = d/d@, a, = 3/dxa, and where wi, w,, Cf are C” functions 
associated with each adapted chart (8/,x’) on E = M x R”. We require the following 
transformation rules for wi, wa and Cp : 
(8.2) 
This, of course, is equivalent to saying 
w = widei + w,dxa 
is a linear connection on A” V* and 
C=de’s($.tC$&) 
defines a connection on E = M x Ri” 4 M. Note that one can check, using (8.2), 
directly that (8.1) transforms as 
so that the expression Vl = V;ldl? is independent of the adapted chart chosen. 
Now invariant Fisher information associated with x = x(O,w) will be 
gin”(O) = EO[(ViZ(x, O))(Vjl(x, @)]d@ 8 d@. 
If we further assume that both C and w come from some linear connection I = (I’;), 
that is, 
c;(x, e) = -r~i(e)xb, 
w;(x,8) = -r~i(e), 
wa(x,e) = 0 
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hold with respect to some adapted chart (6,~) we can write as 
(9i,v>;j(e) = 41[(a;l)(ajl)l - c~[~~llr~j(e) - ~~[(ail)~f(a,z)lr~,(e) 
+ r:i(e)r$jp) + ~~[~“(a,l)lr~;(e)rf,j(e) - c,[ajmi(e) 
- ~~e[~c(a,l>(ajl>lr~,(e> t ~[~c(a,l)lr~;(e)r~~(e) 
t Es[~c(%l)~‘(a,z)lr~,(e)rjj(8), 
or writing the classical Fisher information 
we have 
(g;,V);j(0) = g;j(e) + (terms involving qi(e)). (8.3) 
A matrix valued 2-form (a;), defined by Q = dW;+wzAwi, is called the curvature 2- 
form associated with (wi), and the vanishing of (0;) implies the existence of a change 
of variables {A;(e)} such that, with respect to the new adapted chart (0,x’) with 
Za = A;(e)LP, we have I”$ = 0, and from (8.3) we have 
(9i,v>;j(e) = S;j(O)* 
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